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Dear all,
I would like to thank PromethEUs for this initiative and for the invitation to speak today.
I greatly regret that cannot participate at this interesting webinar.
Europe’s picture on digital ecosystem is at a turning point and this open discussion around
both topics at the center of today’s debate: Artificial Intelligence and the Digital Services Act, proves it.
I will briefly talk from a large perspective about these two topics but - first of all - I would
like to underline how digital is becoming a huge opportunity for Europe. As policy makers we have
to unleash its potential even more. From the early stage of their settlement, the new EU
Commission had made clear that Digital is at the top of the agenda and the Covid has revealed
even more this topic’s centrality and strategic importance.
A digital single market is completely lacking in Europe and the issues are mostly countryrelated like, for instance, the difficulties of accessing funds to create European excellences. This is
the reason why it is strategically important for Europe to work on a community regulation of the
sector, aiming at rebalancing the forces in the field.
In this sense, the Digital Services Act - DSA - is the first step on a path towards the
construction of a new regulatory environment that favors the industrial development of the digital
world. The Italian Ministry of Economic Development is following this theme very carefully to
contribute the modernization of the EU legislative digital ecosystem framework that will certainly
have a strong impact on the EU digital economy in the near future.
DSA will reinforce the single market for digital services and help provide businesses of all
sizes with greater legal clarity and a more level playing field. Protecting European citizens and their
rights, not least the right to freedom of expression, will be central to the Commission’s efforts.
As stated in your remarks about the DSA package, the regulatory framework should
guarantee a trustful level playing field, without overbearing platforms hindering new entrants and
SMEs from entering their marketplaces.
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Also, for Artificial Intelligence, the mission is setting a framework for trustworthy
technology, therefore it is important to construct a network of shared principles, rules and
institutions among EU countries.
In this context, as highlighted in the final document of our National Strategy on Artificial
Intelligence - developed by the Ministry of Economic Development on the basis of the proposals
defined by the group of experts selected by the Ministry – the Italian way to AI is to conduct the
ecosystem towards a more desirable combination of competition and cooperation in order to boost
the development and deployment of AI in a proper way.
It is indeed crucial for Europe, after all, to create the basis for a valid, trustworthy and
transparent AI capable of generating trust in users; thus, can be achieved by defining a strategy for
a human centered AI. Furthermore - as remarked in your background document on the AI Paper
- I agree on the fact that EU objectives to increase R&D and productive excellence should not
jeopardize the possibility for EU citizens and companies to have access to the best available AI
technologies at a competitive price.
The lawmaker faced with a moving frontier, which is constantly going forward. It should
be noted that the digital ecosystem is unbalanced. In recent years, a significant reduction in
competitive dynamics has meant that, although technological development has remained strong
and constant, the added value transferred to end consumers by major Internet players has
significantly reduced.
In order promote a broad incentives plans, it is crucial the adoption of a governance model
that goes beyond “informal” trust-based arrangements, while at the same time avoiding excessively
complex frameworks that lead to the creation of new, often useless, institutions and “global
oversight bodies”.
EU Member States will continue to deploy innovation and the competitiveness of
businesses even more over the next years in order to stand at the forefront in the digital
transformation of production processes.
I consider crucial, for a conscious and farsighted progress of our economies, to always
ensure - at the same time - employment and the social and environmental protection.
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